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Introduction

The board acknowledges that it is responsible for ensuring that the principles of good 

corporate governance are observed and incorporated into the operational management of 

the group. The directors, collectively and individually, acknowledge their responsibilities in 

terms of the JSE Listings Requirements.

The board’s support of corporate governance principles across all areas of operation helps 

the group to run its business in an efficient, ethical and sustainable way. It continuously 

reassesses its principles and policies against King III and corporate governance best practice 

and makes changes as and when appropriate.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

EFFECTIVE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IS THE 
CORNERSTONE UPON WHICH THE MANAGEMENT 
OF THE ADvTECH GROUP IS BASED.
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The board’s diversity

ADvTECH sees increasing diversity at board 

level as an essential element in maintaining 

a competitive advantage. To this end, the 

ADvTECH board will continue to strive for 

diversity, particularly from a gender 

perspective, as this will promote different 

perspectives and problem-solving 

approaches. 

ADvTECH has a unitary board structure which oversees the management and control 

structure that directs the organisation in its entirety. The board retains full and effective 

control over the group, and monitors executive management’s implementation of plans 

and strategies. 

The board has delegated authority to run the day-to-day affairs of the group to the CEO 

and Exco. Exco facilitates the effective control of all the group’s operational activities, 

acting as a decision making body and a medium of communication and co-ordination 

between the various business units, group companies and the board.

Board of directors

Composition

The directors are drawn from different sectors and have a diverse range of experience in 

strategic and other relevant fields. Details of the directors, with brief curricula vitae, can 

be found on pages 40 to 41.

Executive directors and prescribed officers have standard employment contracts, requiring 

no more than three months’ notice on termination.

Non-executive directors have standard letters of appointment and are subject to 

rotational requirements set out in the company’s memorandum of incorporation.

Governance structure

AUDIT COMMITTEE, TRANSFORMATION, SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE TSEC, 
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE REMCOM, RISK COMMITTEE, INVESTMENT 

COMMITTEE AND NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE NOMCOM

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE EXCO

BUSINESS UNITS/DIVISIONS

THE ADvTECH LIMITED BOARD

MALE/FEMALE RATIO

2

6 Male

Female

2016

4

6 Male

Female

2017

TRANSFORMATION RATIO

3

White

Black

5
2016

4

6 White

Black

2017

Subject to the needs of the ADvTECH board, 

the board aims for 50/50 gender diversity 

by the end of 2020. 

Tsec will monitor performance in relation to 

the above target and will recommend any 

changes required to the board for approval.

NONEXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

 > A non-executive chair, who is 

considered to be independent and 

whose role is separate from that of 

the chief executive officer.

 > Seven other non-executive 

directors, who are all considered to 

be independent.

8

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

 > Chief executive officer

 > Group financial director

2
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

effectively discharged their respective 

responsibilities. 

An executive director’s performance in 

relation to key performance indicators, as 

agreed at the beginning of each year, is 

assessed annually in accordance with the 

company’s standard performance 

assessment processes. As the board is 

relatively small and all directors participate 

actively, the board has not found it 

necessary to conduct formal assessments of 

the individual non-executive directors.

Process for appointments and  

removal of directors

The board, assisted by the nominations 

committee, is responsible for the 

appointment of new directors. The 

nominations committee evaluates suitable 

candidates and submits nominations  

to the board.

When considering the board’s composition, 

the different skills, experience, personality 

types, ages, genders and races are 

considered to allow for a broad approach to 

business. When a vacancy is identified, the 

board will, on recommendation from the 

nominations committee, determine the 

objective criteria to be met by a candidate. 

One of these requirements will include 

gender diversity. All board appointments are 

made on merit.

The appointment of a new director is 

subject to confirmation by shareholders at 

the next annual general meeting (AGM). An 

Chairman of the board 

In line with best practice, the chairman of 

the board, CH Boulle, is an independent 

non-executive director. The roles of 

chairman and CEO are separate, each with 

clearly defined responsibilities.

Independence and performance

The board reviews the independence of 

directors on an ongoing basis and remains 

satisfied that they all demonstrate sound 

independence of judgement and mind. It is 

satisfied that there are no relationships or 

circumstances likely to affect their 

independence or judgement. When 

considering the classification of a director as 

an independent director, the board takes 

into consideration the principles as set out 

in King III and the Companies Act.

The board and its committees were 

informally assessed by the chairman of the 

board, with the assistance of board 

committee chairpersons. The objective of 

this process was to: 

 > determine how the board or the relevant 

committee has performed;

 > ascertain the effectiveness of the board 

and relevant committee; and 

 > identify areas that might require 

attention as part of the board work plan 

for the coming year. 

The assessments did not reveal any 

significant areas of concern and concluded 

that the board and committees of the board 

induction programme is established for new 

directors. On appointment to the board, 

new directors visit the group’s businesses 

and meet with senior management to 

facilitate their understanding of the group 

structure and fiduciary responsibilities.

Despite the provisions of any contract, the 

company may, by ordinary resolution, 

remove any director from office and appoint 

another person in his/her stead. The 

company will at all times comply with 

section 71 of the Companies Act  

in this regard.

Recent directorate changes 

Dr Jacqueline Chimhanzi and Dr Jane Hofmeyr 

were appointed to the board with effect 

from 1 January 2017, and are classified as 

independent non-executive directors.

Annual rotation and election 

One-third of all non-executive directors 

retire by rotation annually, and any director 

appointed by the board is subject to 

election by the shareholders at the first 

AGM held after their initial appointment. 

Dr Jacqueline Chimhanzi and Dr Jane Hofmeyr 

will stand for election by shareholders at the 

next AGM as they were both appointed 

after the AGM held on 24 May 2016.

In accordance with the company’s 

memorandum of incorporation and King III, 

CH Boulle and BM Gourley will retire by 

rotation and will stand for re-election by 

shareholders at the next AGM. 

Director tenure and committee membership

Director King III classification 

Board 

tenure 

(years)

Audit 

committee

Risk 

committee

Remuneration

committee Tsec

Nominations 

committee

Investment 

committee

CH Boulle Board chairman and independent 

non-executive director

4 Member Member Member Chair Chair

RJ Douglas Executive director – CEO 1.4 Member Member Member

BM Gourley Independent non-executive director 8.8 Member Chair Member Member Member

JD Jansen Independent non-executive director 12.5 Chair Member

SC Masie Independent non-executive director 3 Member Member

JDR Oesch Executive director – group finance 

director

11.5 Member Member

KDM Warburton Independent non-executive director 1.8 Chair Member Member Member Member

SA Zinn Independent non-executive director 4.5 Chair Member Member Member

JM Hofmeyr Independent non-executive director 0.25 Member

JS Chimhanzi Independent non-executive director 0.25 Member

Brief curricula vitae can be found on the website at www.advtech.co.za or on pages 40 to 41.
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in respect of corporate governance and 

internal controls.

Board committees

The board has established a number of 

statutory and other committees to assist it 

in fulfilling its duties and responsibilities 

more effectively. 

The litigation committee was disbanded upon 

settlement of the legal proceedings in respect 

of substantial claims against Andry Welihockyj, 

Marina Welihockyj and Meridian (a company 

controlled by them) in August 2016.

Members of the board are appointed to 

committees based on their areas of 

Executive committee (Exco)

Exco is responsible for making 

recommendations to the board regarding 

the group’s policies and strategies and for 

monitoring their implementation in 

accordance with the board’s directives. It 

plays a role in monitoring risks applicable to 

the group and reporting on these, together 

with recommendations and reports on 

action to be taken, to the board. This 

includes the annual insurance review and 

formal risk analysis.

Exco has access to the expertise of board 

members and meets with the board at least 

once a year to ensure that they share a 

common vision for the future of the group. 

The divisional CEOs and other executive 

committee members attend board 

meetings, when appropriate, in order to 

ensure that there is optimum alignment 

between the board and management in 

implementation of the group’s strategies.

At year-end, Exco consisted of two executive 

directors, two divisional CEOs (who are also 

identified as prescribed officers of the 

company) and five senior executives.  

RJ Douglas, who is the group CEO, is 

currently also the acting divisional CEO of 

the tertiary division.

Each of the group’s three operating divisions 

(schools, tertiary and resourcing) have 

formal management structures that meet 

on a regular basis to ensure the 

maintenance of standards and best practice 

expertise and experience. One of the 

members is appointed as chair of that 

committee. Where appropriate, a deputy 

chair may also be appointed.

Each committee operates within specific 

written terms of reference under which 

certain functions of the board are delegated 

with defined purposes, duties and reporting 

procedures. These terms of reference are 

reviewed regularly.

The board and its committees are furnished 

with full information ahead of each 

meeting, ensuring that all relevant facts are 

brought to the attention of directors.

Board and committee meetings

The following table records meetings attended by each member of the board and its committees during the course of 2016:

Board

Audit

committee

Risk 

committee

Remuneration

committee Tsec

Investment 

committee

Litigation 

committee

Nominations 

committee

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

Meetings 
attended

Meetings 
held

CH Boulle 5 5 3 3 3 3 6 6 3 3 1 1 3 3

RJ Douglas 5 5 3

(invitee)

3 3 3 6 

(invitee)

6 2 3 3 3 3

 (invitee)

3

BM Gourley 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3

JD Jansen 5 5 3 3 3 3

SC Masie 5 5 3 3 3 3

JDR Oesch 5 5 3

 (invitee)

3 3 3 3 3

KDM Warburton 5 5 3 3 3 3 6 6 3 3 3 3

SA Zinn 5 5 6 6 2 3 2 3 3 3

Attendance by directors and committee members were in person or by teleconference or other electronic means.
JM Hofmeyr and JS Chimhanzi joined the board with effect from 1 January 2017, and therefore did not attend any board or committee meetings in 2016.
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Remuneration committee

All members of the remuneration 

committee are independent non-executive 

directors.

The committee determines and approves 

the remuneration policy for all employees. 

The group CEO and HR executive attend the 

meetings by invitation, but do not 

participate in any deliberations regarding 

their own remuneration.

The remuneration committee report can be 

found on pages 50 to 52.

Transformation, social  

and ethics committee

The Companies Act requires the 

establishment of a social and ethics 

committee. Because the board regards 

transformation as a high priority, it has 

elected to combine the mandate of the 

social and ethics committee with that of the 

previously existing transformation 

committee. 

A separate report from the transformation, 

social and ethics committee is included on 

page 53.

Nominations committee

The nominations committee consists of all 

the non-executive directors, and is chaired 

by the chairman of the board.

The role of the committee is to assist the 

board in ensuring that:

 > the board and its committees have the 

appropriate composition to effectively 

execute its duties;

 > directors are appointed through a formal 

process; and

 > induction and ongoing training and 

development of directors take place.

The CEO is an invitee who regularly attends 

these committee meetings.

The committee is satisfied that it has fulfilled 

its responsibilities in accordance with the 

committee’s terms of reference.

Investment committee

The committee was established on 22 June 

2015 to assist the board:

 > to review and consider the financial and 

other aspects of material investment or, 

disinvestment activity proposed by 

management and approved by the 

executive committee;

 > in the determination of the most 

appropriate and advantageous method 

of funding material investments and the 

best capital structure of the company in 

pursuing its investment strategy;

 > to approve acquisitions, disposals and 

capital expenditure in line with the limits 

of authority delegated to it and in line 

with the strategy, determined by the 

board;

 > by making such recommendations as it 

considers appropriate to the board;

 > to conduct post implementation reviews 

of acquisitions; and

 > with the acquisition strategy of the 

group.

Company secretary 

All directors have access to the advice and 

services of the company secretary. 

The company secretary:

 > provides guidance and advice to the 

board on matters of ethics and good 

corporate governance, and ensures 

compliance with statutory requirements;

 > works with the board to ensure 

compliance with the rules of the JSE 

Listings Requirements;

 > oversees the induction of new directors; 

and

 > assists the chairman and the CEO in 

formulating the annual board plan and 

other related matters. 

The board was satisfied that the company 

secretary is suitably qualified and 

experienced. An arm’s length relationship 

exists with the company secretary as she is 

not a director of the company and has no 

separate relationship of any nature with any 

of the directors which could lead to any 

conflict of interest or dilution of the 

company secretary’s independence.

Subsequent to year end, the company 

secretary, CC Koopman, resigned effective 

28 April 2017. An announcement regarding 

a replacement will be made in due course.

Compliance governance

The company has an established legal 

department with two qualified attorneys, 

one of whom is the company secretary. 

The group endeavours to stay abreast of all 

intended or promulgated legislation 

through regular interaction with its legal 

department. The following regulations 

continued to have a significant impact on 

the group: 

 > Companies Act; 

 > Employment Equity Act;

 > Broad-based Black Economic 

Empowerment Act and related Codes of 

Good Practice;

Audit committee

As required by the Companies Act, 

shareholders elected the members of the 

audit committee at the AGM. All members 

of the committee are independent as 

defined by the Companies Act. Terms of 

reference approved by the board and 

adopted by the committee set out the 

committee’s functions and responsibilities.

The board has recommended that the 

following directors be appointed to the 

audit committee at the AGM in May 2017, to 

hold office until the following AGM:

 > CH Boulle;

 > JS Chimhanzi; 

 > BM Gourley; and 

 > KDM Warburton (chair).

Executive directors, external auditors and 

the internal audit manager are invitees who 

regularly attend these committee meetings.

The audit committee met three times 

during the year. These meetings were 

attended by the internal and external 

auditors, the group CEO and group financial 

director, as well as other board members 

and invitees as considered appropriate by 

the chair of the audit committee.

A separate report from the audit committee 

can be found on pages 60 to 61.

Risk committee

While the risk committee has assumed 

responsibility for monitoring and overseeing 

the management of risk within the group, 

the board, Exco and the internal audit 

department continue to review and assess 

the integrity and the quality of risk control 

systems and ensure that risk policies and 

strategies are effectively managed.

Management of risk is regarded as an 

integral aspect of each manager’s 

responsibility within the group. The group’s 

major assets are insured against loss and 

this, together with the disaster recovery 

plan, will ensure that the business continues 

with the least amount of disruption.

External auditors and the internal audit 

manager are permanent invitees who 

regularly attend these committee meetings.

The board is satisfied that there is an 

ongoing process for identifying, evaluating 

and managing the significant risks faced by 

the group.

The key focus area of the committee during 

2016 was the refinement of the risk policy, 

risk register and the identification of an 

appropriate risk appetite and risk tolerances.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONTINUED
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Related-party transactions

Members of the board must disclose any 

conflict of interest they may have at board 

meetings, and as a matter of practice, are 

required to make disclosure of any potential 

conflicts of interest on an annual basis. 

During the year under review, no material 

contracts involving directors’ interests were 

entered into.

Directors

JDR Oesch has been awarded 

CrawfordSchools™ bursaries for his children 

in terms of the group’s bursary policy.

Prescribed officers

The board has identified the divisional CEOs, 

DL Honey and A Isaakidis, as prescribed 

officers in terms of the Companies Act. They 

are also members of Exco.

DL Honey has been awarded 

CrawfordSchools™ and Vega School 

bursaries for his children in terms of the 

group’s bursary policy. His brother, E Honey, 

is a director of Adams & Adams Attorneys, 

a firm which provides legal services in 

respect of intellectual property to the group.

Exco

S van Zyl, a member of Exco, has been 

awarded CrawfordSchools™ bursaries for his 

children in terms of the group’s bursary 

policy.

F Coughlan, a member of Exco, has been 

awarded CrawfordSchools™, Varsity College 

and Vega School bursaries for her children in 

terms of the group’s bursary policy.

Ethics

Integrity is fundamental to the manner in 

which the group conducts its business, and 

permeates its approach to all activities. 

These values are communicated to all 

personnel during induction and emphasised 

regularly. Tsec oversees the group’s 

adherence to these ethical standards. Group 

personnel are required at all times to act 

with the utmost integrity and objectivity 

and in compliance with both the letter and 

the spirit of the law and group policies.

Further details on ethics management can 

be found in the Tsec report on page 53 of 

this report. 

Information and communication 

technology governance 

Information and communication 

technology (ICT) is regarded as an essential 

component in the management of the 

group’s business on a sustainable basis, and 

is therefore dealt with at the highest levels. 

The board has primary responsibility for ICT 

governance and for ensuring that prudent 

and reasonable steps have been taken to 

make ICT strategy an integral part of and 

aligned with the group’s strategic objectives.

The ICT department is headed by the chief 

information officer (CIO) who is a member 

of Exco and has regular interaction with 

board members. A framework for the 

management of ICT within the group has 

been developed. A centralised ICT 

department is responsible for infrastructure 

and overall architecture of the systems, 

while operations identify and manage 

technology appropriate for their business 

processes. The framework makes provision 

for an ICT steering committee under the 

chairmanship of the group CEO to 

co-ordinate ICT across the group and ensure 

appropriate distribution of resources. The 

ICT management committee provides a 

forum for practical implementation and 

problem solving by the operations.

Strategic risks associated with ICT have been 

identified and are monitored, and the 

management thereof is overseen by the risk 

committee.

The group reviews its current technology on 

an ongoing basis, while considering 

opportunities to identify new and 

innovative technology that can be 

integrated into its strategy and processes. 

Security, disaster recovery and data 

management are also essential focuses of 

the ICT department.

King Report on Corporate 

Governance in South Africa

The group remains committed to managing 

its operations in accordance with the 

highest ethical standards. It supports the 

values of corporate governance advocated 

in the King Reports on Corporate 

Governance and substantially complies 

with the principles contained in the 

Code of Corporate Practices forming part of 

King III and is working on a King IV 

implementation plan. 

A register in terms of King III, indicating 

instances of non-compliance, can be found 

on the website at www.advtech.co.za.

 > South African Schools Act;

 > National Credit Act;

 > Consumer Protection Act;

 > Higher Education Act; and

 > General and further Education and 

Training Quality Assurance Act.

The following will be key focus areas in 2017:

 > Protection of Personal Information Act 

(POPI);

 > Broad-based Black Economic 

Empowerment Act and related Codes of 

Good Practice;

 > King IV Report of Corporate Governance 

in South Africa;

 > Employment Equity Act;

 > Higher Education Act; and

 > Umalusi Policy and Criteria, upon 

publication of the final version, under 

the General and Further Education and 

Training Quality Assurance Act.

There have been no material or repeated 

regulatory penalties, sanctions or fines for 

contraventions of statutory obligations in 

the 2016 financial year.

Insider trading 

The group has a written policy on insider 

trading, adopted by the board, which states 

that no director, executive, manager or any 

employee who is likely to come into 

possession of price-sensitive information, 

may deal directly or indirectly in the 

company’s shares during closed periods. 

The group adheres to the JSE Listings 

Requirements of at least two closed periods 

in each financial year. The first begins at the 

end of June until the publication of the 

interim results, and the second at the end of 

December, the group’s financial year-end, 

until the final audited results for the year are 

released. Further closed periods are declared 

as and when circumstances dictate.

Dealing in the company’s shares by 

directors and members of Exco requires 

prior clearance from the chairman, and the 

company secretary retains a record of such 

dealings and approvals. Identified 

employees who are likely to have access to 

price-sensitive information require clearance 

from the group CEO before trading in the 

company’s shares.
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THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE, OR REMCOM, IS A 
COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD WITH THE RESPONSIBILITY TO 
OVERSEE REMUNERATION WITHIN THE GROUP.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE REPORT

Remuneration policy

RemCom seeks to entrench a culture of 

high performance by aligning the group’s 

remuneration philosophy with its business 

objectives, values and strategy. It also 

ensures that remuneration practices are 

based on principles of sound governance.

The independence of RemCom in 

determining the remuneration and bonus 

policies for all employees, and in review and 

approval of remuneration and bonuses 

payable to executive management, is key to 

this process.

Remuneration is required to be 

benchmarked annually against the market 

and aligned with group performance. This 

aims to ensure that remuneration packages 

remain competitive and appropriate. 

Remuneration, by its structure and level, 

seeks to attract and retain outstanding 

individuals and provide incentives for 

exceptional performance. This is achieved 

through a combination of guaranteed 

remuneration, incentive rewards of a long 

and short-term nature, and conditions of 

service. Guidance is provided in the group’s 

integrated remuneration policy, which seeks 

to combine and calibrate all forms of 

remuneration.

Remuneration report

Conditions of employment are reviewed 

annually against best practice and, where 

necessary, improvements to conditions of 

employment are implemented with due 

regard to the cost implications and their 

impact on the group’s staff. In an education 

environment, non-material aspects (such as 

study leave and study assistance) are 

welcomed by employees.

During the year under review, the group 

was re-certified as a Top Employer with an 

improved score. While delighted with the 

acknowledgement of its policies and 

processes, the group is currently assessing 

those areas where it can further improve its 

practices and processes. The group also 

received a gold seal of excellence award in 

the Deloitte “Best Company to Work For” 

survey. Continued participation in these 

surveys is evidence of the group’s 

commitment to maximising the benefits of 

remuneration policies and practices for both 

employees and the group.

Guaranteed remuneration is offered on a 

cost-to-company basis. This includes 

benefits such as medical aid (optional) and 

retirement funding (mandatory). Employees 

who are not on medical aid are offered free 

accident insurance, including funeral cover.

Performance remuneration in the form of 

incentives, bonuses and profit sharing is 

included in certain employment categories, 

where it is likely to lead to enhanced 

performance of the group. Incentive 

opportunities range from 5% to 100% (and, 

in exceptional circumstances, discussed 

below, may exceed 100%) of guaranteed 

cost-to-company packages. Performance 

management requires the setting of agreed 

key performance indicators (KPIs) with 

management at the beginning of each year. 

Employees’ performance is measured 

against the agreed indicators and increases, 

bonuses and other incentive-related 

remuneration are determined according to 

the achievement of these agreed KPIs.

The group has disclosed the remuneration 

of its prescribed officers. They are the two 

highest paid employees who are not 

directors of the group. 

The financial reward offered by the group 

must be sufficient to attract people of the 

required calibre. Failure to attract the right 

people may have a negative impact on the 

performance of the group and, 

consequently, on the returns to its 

stakeholders. People are the most important 

part of the group’s business and 

remuneration therefore receives 

considerable attention.

All members of RemCom are 

categorised as independent non-

executive directors. The members of 

RemCom are:

 > CH Boulle;

 > KDM Warburton; and 

 > SA Zinn (chair).

RemCom meets as and when required and 

during the year under review, the 

committee met six times. Meeting 

attendance is set out in the corporate 

governance report on page 47.
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In implementing the remuneration policy at 

executive management level:

 > management continues to work towards 

their target (set in 2015) of achieving 

normalised earnings per share (NEPS) of 

100 cents by 2018, which forms the basis 

of the financial performance aspect of 

the group’s strategy as approved by the 

board;

 > annual interim targets, which are in 

effect building blocks leading towards 

the achievement of the stretch target, 

were set and have been agreed with 

executive management;

 > failure to meet certain pre-agreed goals 

could lead to penalties of up to 50% of 

an executive’s bonus being imposed, per 

instance of non-achievement;

 > the scheme provides for payment of 

annual bonuses over a four-year period, 

which rewards management for meeting 

budget, but provides further incentive to 

exceed budget and even the stretch 

target;

 > having regard to the target of 100 cents 

set by management, the board 

formulated a scheme for payment of 

executive bonuses on the achievement 

of a stretched target of NEPS of 

102 cents by 2018. Predetermined 

criteria and annual steps towards this 

stretched target have been established;

 > executives have KPIs based on the 

achievement of a combination of group 

and divisional or individual targets with 

detailed individual hurdles set and 

calibrated according to each executive’s 

specific area of responsibility and 

performance targets for that area;

 > a bonus opportunity of 100% of annual 

package is available to the group CEO 

upon achievement of agreed KPIs, with 

provision made for the CEO to earn in 

excess of 100% of his cost-to-company 

package for significant outperformance 

of the agreed stretch target;

 > other executives have a bonus 

opportunity of up to 80% of annual 

package, again with provision made for 

the executives to earn in excess of 80% 

of their cost-to-company package for 

significant outperformance of the agreed 

stretch target;

 > for the 2016 financial year, executive 

bonuses, accrued at year-end but paid 

after year-end, amounted to 74% 

(2015: 95%) of the bonus opportunity;

 > annual awards are made to executive 

and senior management in terms of the 

long-term incentive schemes (share 

incentive scheme and long-term 

incentive bonus). Awards are made 

having regard to seniority and 

performance of the individual and the 

group at the time when the award is 

made;

 > each award in terms of the share 

incentive scheme extends over a period 

of six years, with three opportunities (at 

the end of years two, four and six) to 

exercise the options; and

 > the long-term incentive bonus scheme 

extends over a period of three years and 

is payable at various rates dependent on 

the compound annual growth rate of 

normalised earnings per share achieved 

by the group in the final year.

Note 16 of the annual financial statements 

contains more information regarding the 

share incentive scheme.

Details of the 2018 targets are set out below 

with a breakdown of the bonus opportunity 

available at various levels. The hurdles to be 

achieved by executives in 2016 were based 

on the second step in the 2018 targets.

CEO

Group 
financial 
director

Education 
divisional 

CEO

Resourcing 
divisional 

CEO

Executive 
functional 

heads

Group normalised earnings per share in 2018

– minimum target 92 cents 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

– mid target 97 cents 20% 20% 13% 13% 13%

– stretch target 102 cents 60% 60% 40% 40% 40%

Group revenue

– minimum target 95% of budget 0%

– mid target 100% of budget 5%

– stretch target 110% of budget 15%

Divisional operating profit

– minimum target 95% of budget 0% 0%

– mid target 100% of budget 10% 15%

– stretch target 115% of budget 30% 40%

Full-time enrolments (excluding acquisitions)

– minimum target 95% of target 0% 0%

– mid target 100% of target 5% 5%

– stretch target 105% of target 15% 10%

Personal KPIs 10% 20% 20%

Total bonus opportunity 100% 80% 80% 80% 60%

Possible discount for non-achievement of group strategic initiatives 50% 40% 40% 40% 30%

Maximum additional bonus for surpassing stretch targets 20% 16% 16% 16% 12%
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Remuneration is structured according to the 

following framework:

General employees

To encourage a high-performance culture 

within the group, each employee has 

agreed KPIs that create a direct link between 

performance and remuneration. Managers 

review each employee’s performance during 

the year against these KPIs, so that changes 

can be made in appropriate circumstances, 

and high performers can be rewarded.

Appropriate recognition is given to the 

qualifications of professional employees.

All remuneration is benchmarked annually, 

with remuneration of educators and academic 

employees being benchmarked against the 

State and other comparable institutions.

The remuneration of recruitment employees 

is based on an incentive structure linked to 

rigorous quality standards, with consultants 

and supervisors receiving performance-

related packages that include a significant 

portion of variable pay. Remuneration of 

recruitment staff is reviewed quarterly and 

adjusted in appropriate circumstances.

Senior employees and 

management

The remuneration structure for senior 

employees and management encompasses 

three elements:

 > a guaranteed cost-to-company package;

 > annual incentive remuneration based on 

predetermined KPIs; and

 > variable long-term incentive 

remuneration in the form of an 

opportunity to participate in either the 

ADvTECH Limited share incentive 

scheme or the long-term incentive 

bonus scheme.

Executive management

Executive management are offered a similar 

remuneration structure to that of senior 

employees and management which 

consists of the same three elements.

Share incentive scheme

The remuneration committee approved the 

award of 2 399 800 (2015: 2 958 000) share 

options under the current ADvTECH share 

incentive scheme to executive and senior 

management during the year under review. 

Further details are set out in note 16 of the 

annual financial statements. 

The committee has reviewed the current 

ADvTECH share incentive scheme to 

executive and senior management and 

determined that the scheme be replaced, 

subject to shareholder approval at the next 

AGM to be held on 18 May 2017, by a share 

award scheme which is designed to:

 > promote good performance in relation 

to predetermined performance 

objectives;

 > retain valuable skills and experience; and

 > better align executive management with 

shareholders.

Further details regarding the share award 

scheme will be published in the AGM notice 

to be circulated to shareholders in due 

course. 

Long-term incentive bonus 

scheme 

The long-term incentive bonus scheme was 

established in 2013, to run alongside the 

share incentive scheme. The amount of the 

bonus offered takes account of the 

fundamentally different nature of the 

incentive instrument. Participants may take 

part either in the share incentive scheme or 

the bonus scheme, but not both. 

Participants will be entitled to receive a 

percentage of their individual bonus 

amount depending on the compounded 

annual growth rate of headline earnings per 

share (HEPS) achieved by the group over a 

three-year period. The first payment is due 

in 2017. This scheme is under consideration 

as part of the review of the incentive 

schemes available. 

Directors

The fees payable to non-executive directors 

were approved by special resolution of the 

shareholders at the AGM held on 24 May 

2016, as required by the Companies Act.  

A proposal regarding revised fees for 

non-executive directors for 2017 will be 

placed before shareholders at the AGM  

on 18 May 2017 for approval. Executive 

management makes a recommendation  

to the board on fees to be paid to non-

executive directors during the year. 

Non-executive directors’ remuneration is 

based on a combined annual retainer and  

a fee for attendance at meetings.

On behalf of the remuneration committee

Professor SA Zinn

Chair: Remuneration committee 

14 March 2017




